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Natarajan Subramanian is an auditor for the Government Accountability Office and a
member the Democratic Socialists of America. He manages social media for the DSA and
admits working on DSA projects while at his federal job, despite knowing it is
prohibited. He says there are numerous communists in the party and that he is one of
them. He also says that one of his DSA friends is a contractor for the Department of
Defense with Top-Secret clearance who works on war planning for Syria. Subramanian says
that DSA only endorses candidates who can be controlled, and that there are many other
government employees who are DSA members. -GEG

United States GAO (Government Accountability Office) Auditor Pushes Socialist
Agenda During Work Hours: “No one knows I spent six hours yesterday doing
social media for DSA.” (Democratic Socialists of America)

Resistance Against Administration’s Agenda: “If you’re in an Executive Branch
agency, you can slow ball things to a degree… maybe you get fired or resign or
whatever, but you slowed [Trump’s agenda] down.”

On His DSA Membership: “…it’s a socialist organization and we want to destroy
capitalists.”

“We have a bunch of just like communists, like no prefix, and that’s basically
me.”

GAO Auditor: “Do I care more about having this job, or do I care more about
the [DSA] movement, and I was like… obviously the movement.”

GAO Auditor Admission: “I break rules every day… at any point I can get
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fired.”

UPDATE: Sep 20, 2018, 10:06 AM | The US Government Accountability Office
issued this statement on Twitter:

“We are aware of the video and investigating the serious issues it raises, and we have also
communicated with the GAO Inspector General.”

UPDATE: Sep 20, 2018, 12:18 PM | Project Veritas attorney Ben Barr filed a
complaint with the U.S. Government Accountability Office.

UPDATE: Sep 20, 2018, 4:05 PM | Chuck Young, the Managing Director of Public
Affairs for GAO issued this statement to an inquiry from Project Veritas
regarding the employment status of Natarajan Subramanian:

“…we cannot comment on his personnel status due to privacy laws. But he has
been removed from any ongoing GAO work and cut off from access to GAO
equipment. We have a rigorous quality control process with many reviewers
that prevents one person from biasing our final reports. But we will also
examine his work product as part of our investigation.”

Read full article here…
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